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              1945-2017 
              

Gosh we did it again ! We pulled off another spiffing, jolly well organised, 
successful Tournament, thanks to John Mullenger and all his Committee, the 
Green team, the chefs, the bar people, spectators the splendid losers and the 
winners. Once again we achieved that special atmosphere that Broadstairs and 
St Peters are famous for, that X factor, that only comes from lashings of people 
giving that extra bit more and going the extra mile in order to create that 
special magic something, that no one can see but everybody knows is there. 
Without a sniff of trouble we did it. Hoorah ! and jolly well done chaps ! 
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The 72nd Tournament 
Although the weather on our first day was overcast gloomy and rainy, it did nothing to dampen the spirits of the players and 
spectators eagerly awaiting the Opening Ceremony.
John Mullenger (Tournament Manager) opened proceedings and introduced Arthur Walkiden (President) to formally welcome 
Caroline Walsh (our visiting Captain) and wished everyone a happy and successful Tournament.
It cannot be stated enough how much of an achievement this is today, to be bringing in our 72nd Tournament, and for it to be 
bigger and better year after year.
The town Mayor and Mayoress, Councillor Peter Shaw and Mrs Frances Shaw, joined us in the celebrations by a rousing 
welcoming speech and then bowling the first bowl of the Tournament.  He explained that he only ever got to bowl once a 
season, so was anxious to have several goes at getting it right.
By the time the players were in place and doing their trial ends the rain stopped and the whole atmosphere lifted, ending with 
the afternoons games played in brilliant sunshine.
By mid day the mornings games drew to a close and everyone filed in to the club house for a well deserved drink, and a hot 
pastie or jacket potato served up by Ali and his team.
I do feel a huge vote of thanks must go to our John, who has guided us through three Tournaments with his own special brand 
of skill and good humour.  Although the job is very tiring and stressful at times he still managed to make the whole event 
pleasurable for all and came out on top as everybody's friend.  I think he has truly proved his worth within the club and 
gained the respect of all who know him.  He is a huge asset to our club and although we will be sad he is stepping down, we 
welcome Ron Horner into the post, and feel sure he will take over admirably where John left off.
It is also with regret and thanks we see our President (Arthur Walkiden) stepping down. He has 
successfully seen us through our Centenary year and throughout his three year term of office, 
has led the club with care and integrity, job well done Arthur.
I've said it before I know, but our club is like a well oiled machine with all the members keen to
play their part.  Anyway back to the Tournament.......Day 3, and the weather is still holding out.
The afternoon of the Ladies Pairs is best not mentioned really.  To say it was raining was an 
understatement.  It was sheeting down horizontally by the afternoon.  I played with Carol and 
didn't contribute to the game at all, teams were conceding their matches and I for one drove 
home feeling a total failure and completely soaked to the skin. 
Yet this is how bowling can make you feel from time to time, down depressed and demoralised 
one minute and an ace bowler the next.  No wonder we're all a bit crazy. 
Our Social event on Saturday night though, was a howling success.  It was described back to me from the many messages I 
received as, great fun, wonderful music, the best nights entertainment ever and a real friends party night.  Just what the 
doctor ordered.  A chance to get together after a hard weeks bowling, let your hair down and party hard.  Apparently Martin 
said they had a hairy journey back that night with Metal Mickey at the wheel doing 95 mph, bit tidily and very tired without 
his glasses, they stopped at the petrol station and were being watched by two policemen.  Martin told Mickey to just shut up 
and drink his coffee, and after extolling the virtues of how heroic they were in trouble times, managed to escape without being 
breathalysed and finally arrived home in the early hours. 
I possibly came out with the most stupid statement of all time while playing in the Ladies Pairs with Carol, it was very windy 
and hard to hear (that's my excuse anyway).  She shouted down from the other end ''We've got nothing in the head ''and I 
shouted back ''Do you want to take it ?''.  Alan Morton said afterwards that's why he enjoys coming to Broadstairs so much, cos 
he always has such a bloody laugh.
While marking Kieran's match I realised that he had changed his identity, as his opponent insisted on calling him Karen.  Not 
sure about his singing voice but we now have a Karen Carpenter in the club. ''Close to you'' 🎵
Wednesday saw the start of the Singles matches, this promised to produce some great bowling.  Thursday was dry and sunny 
but bitterly cold x Friday saw the semi's and finals of Singles matches along with the finals of the Richard King plate.
We had Eric and Eddys Birthday to celebrate, not forgetting dear old Del (who is sadly no longer with us) who's Birthday always 
fell during this fortnight.
Absolutely cracking bowling on Friday, that term 'cracking' puts me in mind of a certain Welsh gentleman in our club who was 
over heard to say while shaking hands with his opposing team who had just thrashed them, ''I hope you get through to the 
afternoon, cos it's going to rain'' all in good fun I might add.  
The finals were played in wonderful sunshine, followed by the presentations, and finally the Charity match to round off the 
fortnight, this was filled with lots of fun and laughter, manfully umpired by a strange little yellow man ? 
These days of just meeting up, chatting, spectating, marking or bowling are golden. I always feel like I am back at school with 
all my friends because (they truly were some of the best days of my life) and feel huge withdrawal symptoms afterwards when 
it's all over.  No more regally driving through the park, walking in through the gate, meeting old friends for a chat, the wafts 
of the bacon sizzling in the pan, Mo's cakes, the sound of the bell clanging and the warmth and atmosphere of our little club 
house. Who cares whether you win or lose, we are all Champions being involved in this wonderful club of ours, and I for one 
feel hugely proud to be a small part of it.



The Opening Ceremony



The boy done good

Does your dog bite ? 
Hurry up I can't hold 
this pose much longer 

If I see another jacket potato after this I might
                    hurt someone
                       

Ahh the Broadstairs 
sunshine 

  



Don't worry he's due back in the home soon 

This pod is the way to go 

Our Tournament 
simply wouldn't be 
the same without
   dear Harry King and Queen of the Spuds 

…and away she blows 



Trouble at t'mill

Mixed Pairs Semi Final 

......not  forgetting our 
visiting canine friends

Barney & Margot



Another one who's escaped from the home 

Maybe if I squeeze him to
           death ....

Old Cowboys
   never die 

Men's Pairs



Our Social  night



We are the Champions

Kenny Weyand
  Runner up

  Pat Briscoe
Men's Champion

  Maggie Lane
Ladies Champion

Rita Horner 
 Runner Up

The Smarties Gang

Richard King Plate
   Alan Morton 
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